
Chemistry 121: Introductory Chemistry
Spring 2014

Course Description:  This class introduces basic concepts in chemistry.  Other aims are 
the demonstration of how logical observations about the natural world draw us towards 
scientific understanding and how logical reasoning can be applied in everyday life.  This 
class is designed mainly for students with little to no background in chemistry or for 
students that want to improve their understanding before moving on to more advanced 
coursework.

Instructor: Dr. John W. J. Slavin

Office Hours: Wednesdays 4:30 – 5:50pm
Office: 3826 Phone: TBA  Email:  jslavin@ccc.edu

Course Times: Monday 6:00pm – 8:50pm Room 3162
Wednesday 6:00pm – 8:50pm Room 3162

Credit Hours: 4

Course Catalog Description-

Chemistry 121: Principles of general inorganic chemistry, including properties of matter, 
dimensional analysis, fundamentals of stoichiometry, interpretation of the periodic table, 
nomenclature  and  introduction  to  solutions  and  commonly  used  concentration  units. 
Writing assignments,  as appropriate to the discipline,  are part of the course. For non-
science and prospective nursing (AAS R.N.) students. 

Required Materials:

Textbook: Introductory Chemistry, by Nivaldo Tro, 4th Ed., Prentice, 2011.
ISBN-10:  0-32-168793-0  (Alternative  buying options,  you will 
need a Mastering Chemistry login, however)

Lab Manual: Laboratory assignments are posted on Blackboard and are expected 
to be printed for laboratory sessions.

Calculator: A graphing calculator (TI-82 or better) is suggested.  Minimum 
requirement is a scientific calculator capable of performing log 
functions.

Prerequisites: Eligibility  for  English  101 and eligibility  for  Math  118 or  higher,  or 
completion  of  Math  99  with  a  grade  of  C  or  better  or  Consent  of 
Department Chairperson.  If you do not meet this requirement, please see  
me!

http://www.amazon.com/Introductory-Chemistry-4th-Nivaldo-Tro/dp/0321687930/ref=la_B001I9W988_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1389592326&sr=1-3


Course Information:

The grading for this course will consist of laboratory and homework assignments, 
and  exams.   These  requirements  are  meant  to  reinforce  material  covered  during  the 
lectures such that you can apply the concepts in future endeavors.  The course is broken 
down as follows:

Homework 20%
Laboratory 15%
Exams 1-3 20% each (40% total, best 2 scores)
Final Exam 25%

Late Assignment Policy:

In order to succeed in this course, command of the material is essential.   Yet, 
seeing as life has its complications delays occur.  To account for this the course has the 
following late policy.  An assignment will be docked a letter grade for each day that it is 
late.  The maximum late period allowed is a calendar week (7 days).  Some relaxation of 
the policy is at the instructor’s discretion, but only due to extreme circumstances.

Grading Scale:

Grade Cut off %
A 90
B 80
C 70
D 60

< 60 percent is a failing grade.

Homework:  

Homework is intended to provide for you to practice solving problems related to concepts 
discussed  in  class.   The  homework  in  this  course  is  distributed  via  the  Mastering 
Chemistry website.  Further details will be discussed in class.

Final Exam:

The exit exam is a standardized, comprehensive exam that covers the topics covered in 
Chemistry 121.  The final is designed to assess mastery of the student learning outcome. 
A student needs to correctly answer 57% (17/30) of the questions to pass the exit 
exam and receive a passing grade in the course.  



Date Topic* Text Chapter
Mon. 01/13/14 Introduction, Elements and Compounds 1.1 – 1.5
Wed. 01/15/14 Properties of the Atom 4.2 – 4.8
Mon. 01/20/14 No Class- MLK, Jr. Day ---
Wed. 01/22/14 Electrons in Atoms and the Periodic Table 9
Mon. 01/27/14 Experiment 1 ---
Wed. 01/29/14 Molecules and Compounds 5
Mon. 02/03/14 Experiment 2 ---
Wed. 02/05/14 Exam 1 ---

Mon. 02/10/14 Experiment 3 ---
Wed. 02/12/14 Chemical Bonding 10
Mon. 02/17/14 No Class- Presidents Day ---
Wed. 02/19/14 Experiment 4 ---
Mon. 02/24/14 Properties of Matter 3.2 – 3.7
Wed. 02/26/14 Experiment 5 ---
Mon. 03/03/14 Properties of Liquids 12, 3.9
Wed. 03/05/14 Exam 2 ---
Mon. 03/10/14 Standards for Measurements 2
Wed. 03/12/14 Experiment 6 ---
Mon. 03/17/14 Chemical Composition 6
Wed. 03/19/14 Experiment 7 ---
Mon. 03/24/14 Chemical Equations 7
Wed. 03/26/14 Experiment 8 ---
Mon. 03/31/14 Calculations from Chemical Equations 8
Wed. 04/02/14 Catch Up/Review ---
Mon. 04/07/14 Exam 3 ---
Wed. 04/09/14 The Gaseous State of Matter 11
Mon. 04/14/14 No Class- Spring Break ---
Wed. 04/16/14 No Class- Spring Break ---
Mon. 04/21/14 Solutions 13
Wed. 04/23/14 Acids, Bases, and Salts 14
Mon. 04/28/14 Experiment 9 ---
Wed. 04/30/14 Exam 4 ---
Mon. 05/05/14 Final Exam ---
Wed. 05/07/14 Final Exam and Course Review ---

  *- Schedule is subject to change at the instructor’s discretion.



Student Learning Outcomes:  Upon the conclusion of the course, students are 
expectedto:

1) Compare and contrast the chemical behavior and physical properties of common 
substances.

2) Predict and explain the electronic and molecular structures of common substances 
using models.

3) Determine the qualitative and quantitative relationships between matter and energy 
involved in chemical or physical processes.

4) Classify matter by its state and bonding behavior using the Periodic Table as a 
reference.

5) Solve quantitative problems (stoichiometric) involving chemical formulas and 
equations.

6) Formulate and test hypotheses.

7) Perform laboratory experiments demonstrating safe and proper use of standard 
chemistry glassware and equipment.

8) Record, graph, chart and interpret data obtained from experimentation.

Course Objectives:  Upon the conclusion of the course, students are expected to:

1) Describe processes and procedures used in the scientific method; GEG3-5

2) Differentiate terms such as observation, hypothesis, data, conclusion, theory; 
GEG3-5

3) Explain how the use of the scientific method furthers scientific knowledge; GEG3-5

4) Convert numbers in decimal notation to scientific notation and vice versa; GEG 2-5

5) Convert temperature data to values in three scales: Celsius, Fahrenheit and Kelvin; 
GEG 2-5

6) Explain why the Kelvin scale does not use negative numbers; GEG 3,4

7) Convert quantities using common metric units: liters/milliliters, 
kilograms/grams/milligrams and meters/centimeters/millimeters; GEG3-5

8) Demonstrate the use of significant figures in basic calculations: 
addition/subtraction, multiplication/division; GEG2-5

9) Differentiate between precision and accuracy; GEG3-5

10) Calculate one of the three quantities: mass, volume, density given the values for the 
other two; GEG4-5

11) Determine mass by difference; GEG5

12) Determine volume by difference; GEG5



13) Measure the density of a sample of a solid or a liquid using available laboratory 
equipment; GEG2,4,5

14) List the names and chemical symbols of at least 44 elements including Uranium 
(92) from the inner transition elements; GEG3-4

15) List the names and formulas of common polyatomic ions; GEG3-4

16) Given a positive and a negative ion - construct the formula of the ionic compound 
formed; GEG3-4

17) Compare and contrast the difference between covalent and ionic compounds; 
GEG3-4

18) Classify bonds in common compounds along the continuum of purely covalent to 
purely ionic; GEG3-4

19) Differentiate between pure substances (elements and compounds) and mixtures 
(homogeneous and heterogeneous); GEG3-4

20) Define colloid and give examples of colloids: foams, gels, smoke; GEG4

21) Classify common elements as metals, non-metals and semi-metals and describe the 
properties of each class; GEG3,4

22) Explain how the arrangement of electrons in an atom affects its bonding and 
chemical properties; GEG3,4

23) Explain how the periodic table is arranged and what is indicated by rows, columns 
and various sections of the table; GEG3-4

24) List electronic configurations for the first thirty-six elements; GEG3-4

25) List the number of valence electrons for the first thirty-six elements (main group 
elements only); GEG4

26) Construct simple Lewis Dot structures: water, methane, ammonia, boron trichloride, 
carbon dioxide, the diatomic molecules; GEG4

27) Identify the alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, transition elements, halogens and 
noble gases on the periodic table; GEG3-4

28) Convert between mass and moles; GEG3-4

29) Convert between number of moles and number of formula units, molecules or 
atoms; GEG3-4

30) Solve empirical formula problems; GEG4

31) Classify chemical reactions into types: combination (synthesis), decomposition, 
single displacement (replacement) and double displacement (replacement) and 
combustion; GEG4

32) Determine if a metal/metal ion in a reaction is being oxidized or reduced; GEG4

33) Balance simple chemical reactions; GEG4



34) Paraphrase the chemical properties of common ionic compounds and common 
covalent molecules; GEG3-4

35) Recognize the formation of a precipitate or the evolution of a gas or heat during a 
chemical reaction performed in the laboratory; GEG5

36) Construct chemical formulas for common compounds given the compound's name; 
GEG3

37) Identify the name of compounds from its formula;GEG3

38) Perform basic stoichiometric calculations to determine the quantity of products 
given various quantities of reactants; GEG4

39) Solve limiting reactant problems; GEG4

40) Solve percent yield problems; GEG4

41) Compare and contrast the properties of the three basic states of matter: gas, liquid 
and solid; GEG3-4

42) Explain the Kinetic Molecular Theory of Gases and list the assumptions of this 
theory; GEG3-4

43) Calculate volume, temperature or pressure of a gas sample that undergoes changes 
in its initial conditions using the combined gas law; GEG4-5

44) Apply the ideal gas law in solving chemical problems; GEG4

45) Compare the solubility of various common compounds; GEG3-4

46) Define the terms: solution, solute, solvent and solubility; GEG3

47) Calculate the molarity of solutions; GEG4

48) Identify and classify strong acids, hydroxide bases and neutral salts given the 
formula e.g. HCl is an acid, KOH is a base, NaCl is a neutral salt; GEG4-5

49) Perform laboratory experiments that illustrate basic chemical principles; 
GEG1,2,4,5

50) Demonstrate the careful recording of observations and data in the laboratory; 
GEG1-5

51) Demonstrate a knowledge of laboratory safety; GEG1-2

52) Demonstrate effective laboratory procedures such as transfer of solids, weighing of 
solids, pouring of liquids, measurement of liquid volume; GEG1-2

53) Collect, organize and graph experimental data; GEG2-5

54) Interpret experimental data and draw inferences from the data; GEG4-5

55) Summarize the results of experimental observations and data; GEG4-5

56) Give the names of common laboratory glassware: beakers, erlenmeyer flasks, 
graduated cylinders, test tubes. GEG3

More at: http://justonly.com/chemistry/chem121/learning_outcomes.php#GEG

http://justonly.com/chemistry/chem121/learning_outcomes.php#GEG

